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BBCS–4:R™ and BSRA™–4 now have digital administration and scoring  
options to make your life easier... and hopefully make evaluations more fun!

Here are some of the benefits you can expect when you switch to digital:

Results of an evaluation can help 
shape a child’s path in school. 
Using digital scoring and reporting 
removes many sources of human 
error to help make the best decision 
for a child.

1 Accuracy 
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Using familiar technology 
makes testing feel game-like 
and fun for children! 

These new assessments can be 
completed quickly, saving you time 
and keeping children happier and 
more engaged. The comprehensive 
BBCS–4:R takes between 25–40 
minutes to complete and BSRA–4 
only takes 10–20 minutes — leaving 
you time to do other things. 

Fun and engaging 

3 Quick 

While they may be fragile, tablets in a 
protective case can hold up a lot better 
with repeated use than a paper manual 
and stimulus book (and they are easier 
to clean)!

4 Durability



How does this all work? 
Q-global
Q-global® is a web-based system for
administering, scoring, and reporting on
assessments. This enables you to administer
assessments anywhere you have a reliable
Internet connection.

Q-interactive
Q-interactive® is a 1:1 system that helps
administer, score, and report assessments.
One iPad device is used as a stimulus book;
the evaluator uses the second iPad device
for administration and scoring.
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Ready to get started?  
Learn more at PearsonClinical.ca

Young children are always on the 
move and now you can be too! Digital 
assessments enable you to move easily 
between buildings, classrooms, and 
homes, giving you access to test materials 
and digital manuals any time or anywhere 
(depending on platform functionality) —  
no matter where you are. 
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Anytime,  
anywhere access  


